
Robert Smith 
Cherry Picker III

PERSONAL STATEMENT

As a dependable, hard-working individual with experience with crane 
operation, and fork lift. Looking to advance career as well as enhancing 
current skills.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Cherry Picker III
ABC Corporation -   August 2007 – June 2016 

Responsibilities:

 Comprehend color and/or hand signals and systems.
 Quickly and repeatedly make precise adjustments in moving the 

controls of a machine or vehicle to exact positions Quickly respond.
 Interpreted a manifest by reviewing the list of cargo that was being 

carried by each railcar.
 Utilized the metric system to ensure that the capacity and weight of the

cargo on the railcars were not over the legal limit.
 Operated cherry picker to pick client-specific orders and used an RF 

scanner to scan them.
 Prepared, labeled, and stacked customer orders on pallets for delivery.
 Checked and matched warehouse orders to their designated delivery 

sites.

Cherry Picker
ABC Corporation -   2005 – 2007 

Responsibilities:

 Southaven, MS/Memphis, TN/Olive Branch Trained and certified through 
the company to operate fork lift equipment Reach Cherry Picker and sit-
down.

 William Sonoma- Production Picking (Cherry Picker) 25 moves per hour.
 [Oct 14-Jan 15] Scan Source- Stock and consolidate, on production, 

inbound product into particular picking zones using the reach truck.
 22 moves per hour.
 [Jan 15-June 15] Versant-Electrolux- Receive and transfer product from 

trailor storage location with RF scanner.
 [Oct 15-Nov15].
 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant 

to your current role.

Education

Bachelor of Science in Technical Communications - (Alabama A & M -
Birmingham, AL)
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Shipping And Receiving, 
Packaging, Cherry Picker,
Forklift Operator.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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